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The title mentioned in cover page not coresponds to the whole theis. The definition of aims in the Abstract and Methodology (p. 14) 

does not fully corespond to the aim of the thesis - case study of patient.  The whole theoretical part is very brief and there is no 

evidence of use any literature resources. The teoretical part does not respond to the requirements for bachelor thesis.
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Case study of patient after right knee replacement

The aim of this thesis is to discuss the rehabilitation of patient after replacing the right knee joint and a basic general outlook of 

the total knee replacement surgery
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Student worked independently therefore he was not able to make any correction in the text of theoretical part based on the 

supervisor´s consultation recommendation.

There is no evidence of use literary resources in the text. The Bibliography (p. 71) has not alphabet order, the list of resources is not 

fully in inadequate citation norm. 

Content (p. 1-2) of the thesis is written in different spacing, the design of the work is poor (p. 17, 28, 30, … 69, 70, …) .
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There is a lot misspellings (capital letters, interpunctation, …).

The list of supplements is missing.There is no evidence about the list of abbreviations, tables and figures. The logical structure of the 

thesis is generally satisfactory.

The thesis doesn´t  fully responds to the requirments for the bachelor thesis and succesfull passing of this diploma work will be 

considered according the student defence.                                                                                                                                                                                    
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